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The Journey to ERPx – 
Right for your Business

What path to choose when moving to 
ERPx from Unit4 ERP on-premises – 
and how the journey might 
look for you

ERPx is an evolution of Unit4 ERP in the cloud. A next-
generation ERP solution built and delivered on Unit4’s People 
Platform. ERPx helps boost the agility and resilience of your 
organization. It’s fully web-based, cloud-native SaaS solution. 
As with all versions of Unit4 ERP, ERPx continues to provide 
flexible ERP capabilities that are purpose built for service-
centric organizations – brought to you on our native cloud 
microservices architecture so you can adapt, scale, and 
innovate at a much faster rate.

By combining the maturity and depth of our people-centric 
ERP solutions onto an industry-leading cloud platform, we’ve 
built finance, PSA and HR solutions that will help you lead your 
organization into the digital age. 

But what is the right journey to ERPx for your organization?

Well advanced on a compelling cloud journey
ERPx marks the next version of our flagship ERP product as we evolve through our cloud journey.

On-premise First-gen Cloud

Infrastructure Run on premise Run in data center Run on public cloud

Architecture Monolithic and self-contained Monolithic and self-contained
Change-oriented, 

micro-services and API-based

Industries General purpose
Industry functionality & 
model configurations

Fine-tuned for core 
industries out-of-the-box: 
models, UX, integrations

Workflows
Workflows within our 

own apps
Workflows within our 

own apps
Cross-app industry-specific 

mesh

Users Specialists All employees All employees

User experience One size fits all, usually 
code-generated

One size fits all, 
some mobile

User-specific experience with 
mini-apps, natural language 

assistant, mobile

“Right for your 
business” Cloud
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ERP7
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(2020)
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Ways into ERPx
There are three different paths to ERPx depending on where you are coming from, and 
how fast you want to complete your journey; Migration, Journey, or Re-implementation. 
The Cloud Migration Assessment will help define the best approach and should be 
one of the first steps of your ERPx Journey. You can already today check your ERP’s 
cloud readiness with our simple assessment tool. It’s free online via Community4U, it 
only takes a few minutes, and you receive a full visualized report within 24 hours.

Ways into ERPx

Cloud Migration Assessment
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Migration

Migrate straight 
into ERPx

The simplest way to benefit from next-gen ERP
For ERP7 customers with a low level of customizations, 
a direct Migration can be a suitable option.

This means:

• Your new solution will retain historical data.
• Existing customizations will need to change ERPx supported 

functionality.

Journey

One or more 
smaller steps

Small steps to modernize your ERP
For any customer who is not fully ready for ERPx, typically with 
a high level of customizations, and/or on an older version of ERP, 
The Journey is probably the best option.

This means you will be able to:

• Make the move to Unit4 ERP7 Cloud before the full 
ERPx migration.

• Have the opportunity to align current customizations with 
ERPx supported functionality.

Re-implement

Best practice 
approach

Modernize your ERP with our out-of-the-box Industry Models
For any customer wanting to start fresh with ERPx, typically 
for customers:

• with old versions of Unit4 ERP, and / or
• with customized business processes looking for a standard 

approach and / or
• coming from other Unit4 products (like DREAM/DECADE and 

other products),
Re-implementation with Industry Model approach is probably 
the best option

This means you will:

• Start with a clean sheet and build a fresh, with a new 
out-of-the box solution

• Option to archive historical data.

Learn more about your Journey to Unit4 ERP in the Cloud here.

https://info.unit4.com/U4-ExB-2020-Cloud-Migration-Assessment-Landing-Page_LP.html
https://community.unit4.com/t5/Welcome-News/Unit4-ERP-in-the-Cloud-Are-you-ready-to-join-us/ba-p/73840
https://www.unit4.com/about-us/services/cloud-migration

